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Rhode Island Education Circulars
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FOR

PATRIOTIC EXERCISES IN SCHOOLS
ON

GRAND ARMY FLAG DAY
FEBRUARY TWELFTH

1934
IN HONOR OF

The National Flag
The Grand Army of the Republic
The Birthday of Abraham Lincoln

Down the dark future, throul{h long generations,
The echoing sounds grow fainter, anrl then cease!
And like a bell with ~olemn sweet vibrations,
I hear once more the voice of Christ gay "Peace"'.

Peace! and no longer from its brazen portal:-.
The blast of war's great organ ~hakes the skies;
But, beautiful as ~ongs of the immortals,
The holiest rnelodie· of lo\'t! nri~e. ~l 011rlfellm~•.

THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCAT ION
STATE OF RHODE ISLAKD
( Edition of 100,000 copies)

ANNUAL ENCAMPMENT, GRAND ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC, 1933
Bacl, Row, left to right: Thomas A. Buell, William Dunham, Isaac Potter, R. B. S. Hart, Dr. C. H. Leonard, William L. Laird, Stephen Kettle,
George B. Smith, Charles R. Bullock, James Kelly, Henry Geer, Elisha R. Watson.
Front Row, left to right: S. Frank Fisk, Fred S. Oatley, Charles H. Lewis, William E. \Vright (National Commander), Ezra Dixon, James A.
Alger ( Dept. Com.), James A. Abbott, Albert Stone, Robert 1'1. Pollard.
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STATE OF RHODE ISLAND

PUBLIC EDUCATION SERVICE

GRAND AR11Y FLAG DAY
COMJUSSTONER'S JfESS.IGE
To Rilode Island Citizens of School a11el Counlr," :
Today in the presenct of the l'lag you Jlay honor to Abraham Lincoln and the nten who
saved our national union in a time of dire peril. A~ you salute our national emblem you behold
all its stars in its union of blue and do well to remember those who kept them there safe from
the hands of secession. Your Grand Army Flag Day is to remind you that they gave "the la<t
full measure of devotion" to flag and country, as a civic challenge to you.
This year you keep the one hundred and twenty-fifth anniversary of Lincoln's birthday. Do
you wonder why he is remembered so long and why as the years go by he is honored more and
more? If you will consider his words of faith and hope and charity given in the followinr pages,
I think you will understand why be was kindly and chivalrous, brave and wise, bumble and
heroic, and why he is accorded greater homage as time advances. Truly, m Lincoln was the
true spirit of America, who bore him, and the youth of our schools may come into the light of
the glory of his character.
Our schools are ex~cted to honor those who have stood bravely and faithfully for our
country's ideals so that children and youth may be inspired with like devotion to the principles
and purposes of American citizenship. In truth, the primary function of free public education
is to insure good citizenship. You as citizens of the school derive many pe,sonal and social
benefits and in your true civic education your country and you as citizens of country derive the
advantages of an intelligent and loyal citiienry. Tbe appeal to you is to emulate those who have
been mindful of their country and their country's good, whether personal sacrifice impended or not.
Have you learned in school how our governments of nation and state differ from governments in other lands? Do you know the ideals of the Republic's Declaration and the objectives
of the National Constitution? Do you re.1liie that our economic and social interests depend upon
the integrity of our governmental or political organizations? Your civic educ:t.tios involves these
studies for an intelligent citizenry as well a.s personal devotion for a loyal citizenry.
In commemorating the ,acrifice and heroism in war of the men who saved the union of
states, we should remember the gallant leadersh11> and high civic loyally in peace of war
veterans in the past seventy years. They have given us a new sense of nation:ilisnt and
strengthened the foundations of popular rule. In honoring them we cherish the American ideals
that led them on.

Commission« of Education.
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S'C'GGESTIVE PROGRA1I
THE:.-IE FOR FLAG DAv,
So:sc.

1934:

SALUTE TO THE FLAG.

RECl'fATION: THE GRAXD ARMY.

RECITATION: THE FLAG.
SoNG.

"Crvrc EDUCATION"

CoM~ussroNER's 1fESSAGE.

CLASS ExERCISE: LlNCOLN's FAITH Ix Goo.

SoNG.

GROUP ExERCISE: C11·rc EouCATIOX.

ESSAY OR ADDRESS OR RECITATIONS: "EDUCATIOX A::-10 GEKERAL \ \'ELFARE."
ADDRESS Jl'I: A \'ETERAX AS GUEST.

SoxG.

( Class or group exercises may easily be arranged by a!-signing to each pupil a ~election or
quotation. Every program should include tributes to the Flag-, Lincoln. an<l our Y ctt:rans.)

H.-\lL TO THE FLAG OF OUR COUXTRY
illarching along with our banner
Brave and true and strong,
Americans ever we're pledging
To keep it from any wrong;
\\"e'II guard and protect it forever,
The Bonner of the Free,
The Red, White and Blue of our CountrI,
The one Aa'? for you and me.
An<l this Oag will take care of you."
- Margaret :\!. Co/to,:.

Hail to the flag of our country,
The red, the white and the blue,
The star, and the stripes of Old Glory,
The Star-Span~led Ra011er, too;
The red says, 1 Be brave and be noble,"
The white, "Be good and true,"
The blue says, "Be honest and faithful.

GR.-\XD AR;\[\' OF THE REPl"BLTC

They have become historic figures, relics of an heroic past, and seem to emhody
in themselves our country's achievements from the beginning. They are the torchbearers of a great enkindling of patriotism that burst forth long ago. That flame
they have passed on to heroes who have fought and bled and died on land and sea
in two wars since our great civil conflict, and ha \'e inspired in other breasts a
devotion that has expressed itself in noble ci,·ic clceds.-Proi·ide11ce Joumal.
ABRAHAM LIXCOLX

Not by birth, not by the sword, not by the influence of wealth; not by intrigue,
not by the clamour of the mob, not even by remarkable superiority of talent, of
eloquence, or of learning, but by untiring energy, hy unswcn ing integrity, by uncompromising courage, by kindness of heart, by general humor, by strong common
sense, by respectable talent, and by moderate eloquence, has Abraham Lincoln
commended himself to his countrymen and won himself a place amongst the princes
of the earth.-Lo11do11, January 9, 1861.
.\:\!£RIC.\

America is more than its beauteous land, more than its products of fields and
forests and waters and mines, more than its greatest individual souls, and more than
these all together. Above these there arises a spirit, .ti merica, for .\merica is a political
idea, a moral purpose, a prayer for a better world.-Dr. J oh11 I-1. Fi11/ey.
FR0:\1 THE SCRil'TuRES
The heavens declare the glory of God; and the firmament sheweth his handywork.
· Day unto day uttereth speech, and night unto night shcwdh knowledge.
There is no sp<ech nor language, where their voic• is not heard.-Psolm XIX, 1·3,
Remember now thy Creator in the days of th)' youth, while the evil days come not, nor the
yea.rs draw nigh when thou shalt say, I have no pleasure in them.- Ecclesiastcs, XU, 1.
The judgments of the Lord are true and righteous altogether.
:More to be desired are they than gold, yea, than n,uch fine gold.-Psa/111 XIX, 9.10.
And now abideth faith, hope, charity, these three; but the greatest of thes• is charity.Corinthians, XIII, 13.
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FRANCIS SCO'IT KEY'

THE STAR-SPANGLED BANNER

JOHN STAFFORD SKITB

(1180-tSU)
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THE NATIONAL FLAG

Fling it from mast and steeple,
Symbol o'er land and sea
Of the life of a happy people,
Gallant and stronl!' and free.
Proudly we vi-ew its colors,
Flag of the brave and true,
With the clustered stars and the steadfast bars,
The red, the white, and the blue.-Margaret E. Scmgster.
OUR FLAG
Beautiful banner,
Flag of the free;
Emblem of freedom
For you and for me.

Red is (or courage
To stand in the fightThe long drawn out conflict
Of right against might.

Beautiful colors
Floating on highCrimson and white
With tints of the sky.

White is the emblem
Of all that is Pure,
Of all that makes men
Better and true.

Tossed by the breezes,
The red, white and blue
In harmony mingle,
Entrancing to view.

Blue is for Loyalty,
Steadfast and true;
Devotion to country
And fellow men, too.

Beautiful Symbol
In Red, White and Blue,
Waving to bid us
Be Brave, Pure and True.-Hosea IV. Rood.

THE COLORS OF OUR FLAG -

THEIR MEANING

The stars and stripes all have an historic significance of their own, but the colors
of Old Glory have a deeper meaning. They are indeed beautiful to look at, and they
appeal to us to cultivate within ourselves the very best there is in us that we may
be a nation of brave, pure and loyal citizens of our Republic.
Red. The red in our flag means courage. Once I asked the boys in a school what
the red means, and they shouted "Blood!" It was perhaps the color that brought
out so ready a reply. When I asked what more it meant than just red blood they
did not respond so readily. After some silent thinking one boy over on the back
seat timidly raised his hand and said, "I think, sir, it may mean the blood shed in
the battles for the flag of our country." I thought it a good answer for a boy like
him, but a wider meaning might have been, "The red means the courage that makes
any person willing to give even life, if need be, in service for any worthy cause,
whether as a soldier, a missionary, or in the home."
But we in our country are now living in a time of peace, and we all hope we
may never have another war. Yet we may, if we will, make ourselves fit to wear
the red of courage, for there are in our own fair country many evils to overcome.
For you and me to keep ourselves clear of the evil that is all about us we need
as much of courage as any soldier going into battle, and must have a higher kind
of courage than mere physical daring. We should undertake to fight not only the
evil that is within ourselves, but do all we can to put what is wrong out of the way
of others.
If you would stand for the red in our flag you may arise in manly fashion to
fight in any way you can the evil that is all the time endangering the very life of
our nation. Be brave and courageous citizens of our Republic in times of peace.

White. The white in our banner is a symbol of Purity. My mother wished me to
be something like my flag, so she asked me to be white-clean and pure in thought,
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word and deed. Let us try to make ourselves worthy of the blessing our flag brings
to us.

Bli,e. The blue in our flag means loyalty and truth. How well these two words,
true blue, fit together. T he blue stands for loyalty to our home, our school, our church,
our community, our state and our nation. I believe that loyalty begins in the family
at home. I do not see how any boy who is disobedient at home and in school, who
cares nothing for father and mother, brothers and sisters who make up the h ome,
who is a discredit to the community in which he lives, can become a truly loyal
citizen of his country. I do not sec how any desirable citizen can break this or that
law of the land just because he does not choose to obey. No person of this kind
may well be trusted in business, is not safe to hold any kind of office, especially
where public money is to be handled. We need men for public office who are true
bl1u-loyal and dependable. If a boy desires to become a true, law abiding citizen
he must begin the practice of it in his home and school, behaving himself as well
in the absence of parents and teachers as in their presence.
Both boys and girls who would truly honor their flag must wear over their
hearts, and have in them, the red badge of courage; must stand everywhere and all
the time for what is right, and against that which is wrong, just what our flag
means.-Hosca TV. Rood.
CEREMONY OF THE FLAG
We saw the Flag in stately style
Move slowly down the crowded aisle.
We saw it mount the steps, and then
With loving pride we caught again
The colers as they took their place
Before us all in queenly grace.
And while each spirit leaped in love
To clasp the loyal hand above,
A holy hush upon us fell;
In faith we felt that all was well.
The music dies, and down the aisle
The colors move in measured style;
With simple beauty 'round the bend
The Ceremony nt!ars its end.
Again within the hallowed walls
The starry peace upon us falls,
Again Old Glory bravely calls:
"If you but grasp with eager hearts
The beauty that bis life impartsHis inlook deep, his outlook broad,
His faith in nature, life and God;
His judgment clear, his vision true,
His faith to dream, his will to do;
Patience to hear the other side,
And courage not to be denied;
Devotion firm, affections warm.
And wit to smile away the stormIC these be yours you will not fail
To fin<l in school the holy grail,
And life will sparkle and be glad
Led by your own Sir Galahad."
The colors fade, but not one heart
\Viii ever let the dream depart.
Though spirit soar, or spirit sag,
The Ceremony 0£ the Flag
Will keep us loving without end
Our loyal leader, teacher, friend.
We pledge to follow where he leads
And crown our thoughts with kindly deeds;
Thrilling to beauty, serving man,
And pleasing God where'er we can;
For best of all, in calm or strife,
The Ceremony which is Life.

"I know a man of simple trust
Whose praises should be sung;
A man who cheats the crowding years
Because his heart is young.
"I know a man whose child-like faith
The good in all can see;
Who loves to do the will of Him
That taught in Galilee.
"You know him, too, and as you take
The torch of truth from him,
A glowing record strive to make
\Vhich time can never dim."
"Yes, all is well/' the banner said;
"Idealism is not dead
When women, men and eager youth
Will stand together for the truth;
\Vhen every color, race and creed
Salutes the Flag, then dares the deed."
As still we stood, with hearts aflame,
The consciousness of glory came;
The banner seemed to speak our name:
"A teacher is a torch 0£ truth,
With mind of master, lilt of youth.
Ironbound in body only,
Spirit free, through spirit lonely,
Caring not what others do,
He loves the beautiful and true,
}le knows that peace can never come
On curbs and pavements cold and dumb.
He knows this doubting planet needs
The golden rule and golden deeds.
He builds with laughter and with tears
The things that last beyond the years;
He builds the house not made with hands;
He rears the temple Love commands i
flis driving faith and dearest joy
The good of every girl and boy."
And then the banner rippled clear
The name we always thrill to hear.
It sang of him, with soul aglow,
\Vho made the Ceremony so!
- Eugt'.'ne R. ,\lusgrove,
in Newark School Bti/leti,i.
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THE GRAND ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC

"The Grand Army of the Republic" is a theme rendered immortal by the character and grandeur of its splendid soldiers. It was the greatest army ever marshalled
under the stars. It represented the best bred and the best trained accumulation of
men bred and reared in the history of mankind. There were 2,778,309 enlisted;
1,151,438 of that number were under eighteen years of age; the average age of the
total was Jess than nineteen years. This was no accident; they were born and reared
in a new country. Educated and trained to sacrifice and toil, inured to privation,
they were at labor instead of school at ten years of age, when wages for a boy
were one dollar per week. Schooled at a blazing log fireside, many thought such
boys poor material for fighting the battles of our nation but they were the kind
of soldiers out of which the hero is born.
:-Iany carried muskets, one, two and three years as privates, and were commissioned to command a company, regiment and a brigade before they were 21
years of age. This only shows the calibre of the young men and boys who won the
victories for Grant, Sherman, Sheridan and Logan. The men and boys who gave
greatness to this invincible army were the products of a new and virgin country.
They were the artisans who conquered a wilderness and developed a civilization,
the equal of which the world has never known.
This army of the Union had in its ranks 500,000 sons born under alien skies;
175,000 Germans from the Fatherland; 125,000 Irish, whose Celtic blood was in the
atoning sacrifice; 50,000 English, who took up the march from Yorktown, abandoned
hy England's best troops October, 1781, under the flag they once failed to conquer;
50,000 came from the neighboring liomcs of British America; 75,000 came from
alien climes throughout the known world. These 500,000 were the best yeomen of
foreign lands; they hated kings and loved Liberty. Who can measure the humanity
thus marshalled for war ?
The war lasted 1,440 days and for each day there came out of peace to war 1,500
men. The people of this day have no conception of what the war that saved the
Union was. In the Union Army one battle in the Civil War equalled in loss all the
battle losses of all our wars from the Revolution to the war with :Mexico. In our
war of 1861-5 our loss exceeded the loss of England's sons in her wars for 800 years,
before the vVorld War. Forty thousand Union soldiers perished in Southern prisons
from July I, 1863, to the close of the war in 1865. At Salisbury, N. C., 10,700 Union
prisoners are buried in five trenches, and not a single name is known. In these
prisons the greatest of patriotism was exhibited. Every man who died, whether from
hunger, exposure or disease, might have saved his life by taking an oath of allegiance to the Confederacy; but not so; 40,000 rather than dishonor the uniform and
the Flag went to nameless graves.
The Civil War was instructive in the severe tests it enjoined. Four years of relentless discipline had moulded the raw recruit into the invincible veteran. Then
every soldier was baptized with the spirit of war. Each man was transformed from
indifference into heroic resolution. As the final test approached a spell of invincible power came upon each. The weak became strong; the doubting hopeful. The
~pirit of the heroic touched the rank and file of the whole army. In a single battle
of a few hours the nervous energy of accumulated years was exhausted. A lifetime
was compressed into a day. Supernal defiance was in every heart as two civilizations waited for their lives. Men felt not their wounds; gladly died; or living, they
knew not how-seeming to be immortal. The awful majesty of conquest was upon
them until out of the fiery tempest of death the greater army prevailed, and the
nobler cause was crowned with victory.
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Out of it all one thing is never to he forgotten-the tragedy of a battle-and
only those who have played in the real tragedy know what it all means. I have
seen some of the wonders of the world, and have watched the players on the mimic
stage, but the carnage of the battlefield never can be dramatized. I have seen great
mountains whose lofty peaks live high up in the blue of heaven, where snow
eternal kisses the morning and noon-day sun, and as evening shadows gather around
these wondrous domes the old orb of day sends back his gold-tipped fingers of
dying light to toy with the evening stars. Such is the tragedy of nature's glorious
scenes. But the picture stands out eternally for the view of the beholder. Not so
with Gettysburg or Chickamauga's bloody scenes. Here the curtain was let down
to hide from mortal view the indescribable tragedy of the battlefield.
I have stood by the restless sea and listened to its deep tones murmuring, and
watched great ocean waves start on shoreless journeys to break and foam amid the
tempest of ocean tragedy; but no such scene compares with the tragedy in Mobile
Bay, where Admiral Farragut, lashed to the rigging of his ship, led the way to the
greatest victory ever fought on any sea. vVe who witnessed and played our part
in some of these long departed scenes remain yet a little while to tell all the world
what must ere long become the legends of the passing years.-Cliarles H. Henry.
A SECOND REVIEW OF THE GRAND ARlfY
(:\lay 24, 1865)

I read last night of the Grand Review
ln vVashington's chiefest avenueTwo hundred thousand men in blue,
I think they said was the numberTill I seemed to hear their tramping feet,
The bugle blast and the drum's quick beat,
The clatter of hoofs in the stony street,
The cheers of people who came to greet,
And the thousand details that to repeat
Would only my verse encumberTill I fell in a revery, sad and sweet,
And then to a fitful slumber.
\Vhen, lo! in a vision I seemed to stand
In the lonely Capitol. On each hand
Far stretched the portico, dim and grand
Its columns ranged like a martial band
Of sheeted specters, whom some command
Had called to a last reviewing.
And the streets of the city were white and bare;
N'o footfall echoed across the square;
But out of the misty midnight air
I heard in the distance a trumpet blare,
And the wandering night-winds seemed to bear
The sound of a far tattooing.
Then I held my breath with fear and dread;
For into the square, with a brazen tread,
There rode a figure whose stately head

O'erlooked the review that morning,
That never bowed from its firm-set seat
When the living column passed its feet,
Yet now rode steadily up the street
To the phantom bugle's warning:
Till it reached the Capitol square, and wheeled,
And there in the moonlight stood revealed
A well-known form that in State and field
Had led our patriot sires :
Whose face was turned to the sleeping camp
Afar through the river's fog and damp,
That showed no flicker, nor waning lamp,
Nor wasted bivouac fires.
And I saw a phantom army come,
With never a sound of fife or drum,
But keeping time to a throbbing hum
Of wailing and lamentation :
The martyred heroes of Malvern Hill,
Of Gettysburg and Chancellorsville,
The men whose wasted figures fill
The patriot graves of the nation.
And there came the nameless dead - the men
Who perished in fever-swamp and fen,
The slowly-starved of the prison-pen ;
And, marching beside the others,
Came the dusky martyrs of Pillow's fight,
With limbs enfranchised and bearing bright:
I thought - perhaps 'twas the pale moonlight They looked as white as their brothers!
And so all night marched the Nation's dead,
With never a banner above them spread,
Nor a badge, nor a motto brandished;
No mark - save the bare uncovered head
Of the silent bronze Reviewer;
With never an arch save the vaulted sky;
With never a flower save those that lie
On the distant graves - for love could buy
No gift that was purer or truer.
So all night long swept the strange array;
So all night long, till the morning gray,
I watch'd for one who had passed away,
With a reverent awe and wonder.Till a blue cap waved in the lengthening line,
And I knew that one who was kin of mine
Had come; and I spake - and lo! that sign
Awakened me from my slumber.-B,-et Ho,-te.
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WAITING THE FINAL REUNION
Comrades, there's clouds and mist down in the valley,
So none can tell quite where our marching ends,
You saw the darkness, dawn, repulse and rally,
And now our foes clasp hands and call us friends.
You heard the red hot oaths the cannon muttered,
And breathed into your souls the battles breath;
T he smothered groan, your wounded comrades uttered,
And trod th(; harvest fields and plains uf death;
You saw the flag in dust and ashes trailing,
And battle's smoke obscured it from your sight
Again you saw it proudly, grandly waving
As universal freedom's beacon light,
You at attention stood beside the river,
And heard deaths bugle call for friend and foe,
You saw the living plunge from life forever,
A ripple only on its ebb and flow.
You saw your comrades starve in rebel prisons,
And battered down its walls and made them free,
T he lowly slave to higher manhood risen
And saved the land, and flag, and liberty;
All this you saw, aye! more, the grandest order
O n which the sun has shown or mortals knew,
Spread o'er t he land from border unto border,
Of men the bravest and that wore the blue.
O ur arms are grounded and our ranks are broken,
That brave old bugle sounds t he charge no more,
Are waiting orders, when the word is spoken,
\I\ e'll join our comrades on that other shore.-Ano11y111ous.
VISIONS OF PEACE
No more shall nation against nation rise,
Xor ardent warriors meet with hateful eyes,
Nor fields with gleaming steel be co vered o'er,
The brazen trumpets kindle rage no more;
But useless lances into scythes shall bend,
And the broad falchion in a ploughshare end.-Pope.

Mark the perfect man, and behold the upright: for the end oi that man is peace.
Psalm XX.XVII, 37.
Happy is the man that findeth wisdom, and the man that getteth understanding.
H er ways are ways of plca~antness, and all her paths are peace. Proverbs, III,
13, 17.
The fruit of the spirit is love, joy, peace. Galations V, 22.
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TENTING ON THE OLD CAMP GROUND.

We're tent•ing to-night on the old camp ground,Give us a song to cheer Our
:z. \Ve've been tenting to-night on the old camp ground,Thinking of days gone by, Of the
3.
We are tired of war. on the old camp ground,Man • y are dead and gone, Of the
4. We've been fighting to-night on the old camp grou.nd,l\lan-y are ly • ing near; Some
1.
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3. Tent - ing to-night, Tent - ing to-night, Tent- ing On the old camp ground.
4. Dy - ing to-night, Dy - ing to.night, Dy - ing on the ~Id camp ground.
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\BR,\H.\::\I LI~COLN

ANTHOLOGY OF LIXCOLN
.\ B•acon on th• mountain h•ight
\\'here Fr•edom waves her banner bright,
A clear, serene and steady light.

. \ broad humanity 10 a II,
A love embracing J,;reat and small,
A sword, " lfame, a bu~le call.

A hand that reaches from the dust
And writes for us in God to trust,
,\nd be both merciful and just.

A heart o( faith inviolate,
A voice immortal in debate,
A ligbthou•e to the shi1> o( state.

A soul that lives to cheer and bJ,-s
The student in his loneliness
And point the pathway to success.

.\ name undimmed as year,; go by,
A glory that will never die,
A ,tar eternal in the sky,

A spirit hum~lt', yet divine,
That poured 11._ essence ~uperfine
t·n,tintcdly at Freedom'• shrine.

His. natal day from ~ea to ,;ca,
l,ord God, we render thank, to Thee,
For Lincoln and hi~ memory.
Jlintw lr..:ing i,, 1Vew York Herald.

THE GREAT E:\l\:'.\CIP,\TOR
Lincoln was endowed with a t::rl'at deal of wit and a great ability to tell narratives. His natmal ability for orating, together with his great love for justice encoura!,!"ed him to study law.
In early manhood he witnessed the selling of negroes and the barter of slaves,
but little did he reali2e, says the historian, that he was to become the liberator of
those oppressed people.
He loved the common people and they loved him. It has hcen quoted that he
ne\·cr forsook a friend nor lost an opportunity to ,Jo a kind dtcd no matter how
humhlc a one.
Born in a log cabin, he rose to the highl·st position attainahlc in thl' government. \Vith honest old Ahc at the helm, the Ship of State was piloted through
suffcrin~ and failure durin~ the long years , f the Civil \Var. Although beset with
defeat and disappointments, he rose above them and herame one of the most beloved
of .American statesmen.-Je11ks Forge.

LIXCOLX THE ::\f:\X
Here yon have a son of the Republic, one who early dreamed its dream. Freedom for all men to be secured hy the union of all men was the substance of
Abraham Lincoln's faith. He put it into simple terms-the right of all men to eat the
bread they earn. Coupled with that right was the responsibility to earn the bread
they eat. As he saw the Republic there was no place in it either for slave or for
parasite. This faith illuminated his thoughts, shone through the words with which
he clothed it, so that they live today-the most perfect expressions of democracy's
dream the world knows. His words arc simple, natural, like the man.
And what a man he was. To begin with, a good worker; his hand always on his
ax. "A good worker is so rare," Ralph \Valdo Emerson commented, watching Lincoln
with keen eye. Chiefly he labored to get at the core of his thoughts, and reaching
it to preserve it in words, clear as light-no mistake in their meaning.
Labor, hardship, deprivation never clouded the kindliness of his nature. The man
was friendly, easy to go to. The child, the youth, the man, sought him instinctively
for help, counsel, companionship. Even in his lifetime this friendliness became a
legend. Let a man be helped out of trouble, a child comforted, a youth set straight,
and the doer unknown it was Lin;oln who did it.
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His humor took on early this legendary quality-wise and witty comment-good
stories-if the source was unknown, were his. Before his death, scores of which he
probably never had heard were gathered into books; his name put to them. He was
the universal friend-the universal humorist. This friendliness, this humor, were
so much a part of him that no burden, no sorrow, could check their natural flow.
And he had no stronger allies in the dreadful days of the Civil \Var.
He knew his mind at the start of that tragedy. Had one purpose-to save the
Union -since through union alone can man realize the oldest and noblest of his
dreams-freedom to think and speak his own thoughts-find and follow the way
of life for which he is suited. But this task must be done with men-all sorts of
men. He saw early that he must not ask of them what was not in them to give.
He must find what each could do; he must even, as he once said, use the meanness of men for the public good.
Men might fool him for a time, but never long. His insight into motives was
uncanny. He sensed the contempt in which many a man held him on first sightsensed jealousy• -intrigue-treachery-and again and again outwitted them-established himself but kept his victory to himself. These men were necessary to the
country. They were great men though they might not believe in his fitness, accept
his judgments. With rare and unselfish humility and understanding he endured
more than once the wrath of the country for losses, failures for which he was not
responsible, rather than weaken popular faith in the man responsible.
Incredible his patience. It was the wisdom of the Hoosier youth who had learned
and accepted the laws of nature, had learned that victory is a harvest which takes
time; that haste and violence delay, and may destroy it.
So he could be patient, and as the ycaTS, with their torturing sorrows went by,
he learned what was not easy for him-natural satirist and lampooner that he was
-to speak no harsh or bitter word of any man, which meant he must think no
harsh or bitter thought. Before the end he came to that supreme self-conquest.
"The things with which I deal are too great for malice," he told Horace Greeley.
There you have the best of him-the supreme thing he bad learned in his long
years of travail. \¥hen with victory in sight he asked the country to face it, "with
malice towards none, with charity for all," he was but putting into words what he
had come to believe to he the final, highest wisdom in man's relation with his
fellows.-lda M. Tarbell.
LINCOL~'S RELIAXCE ON GOD
The following quotations were collected by Dr. Louis A. Warren, for "Lincoln
Lore," published weekly by the Lincoln Life Insurance Company of Fort \Vayne,
Indiana:
"\Vithout the assistance of that Divine Being who ever attended him (Washington), I cannot succeed. \Vith that assistance I cannot fail. Trusting in Him who
can go with me, and remain with you and be everywhere for good, let us confidently
hope that all will yet be well."-Farewell .dddress at Spri11gfield, Jlli11ois, Februar)•
12, 1862.
"If the Almighty Ruler of Nations with his eternal truth and justice be on your
side of the North or on yours of the South, that truth and that justice will surely
prevail by the judgment of this great tribunal of the American people... Intelligence,
patriotism, Christianity, and a firm reliance on Him who has never yet forsaken
this favored land arc still competent to adjust in the best way our present difficulty."
-First Inai,gural, March 4, 1861.
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"And having thus chosen our course, without guile and with pure purpose, let
us renew our trust in God, and go forward without fear and with manly hearts."M essage to Congress, July 4, 1861.
"With a reliance on Providence all the more firm al'ld earnest, let us proceed in
the great task which events have devolved upon us."-Message to Co11gress, December

3, 1861.

"By the help of an all-wise Providence, I shall endeavor to do my duty, and I
shall expect the continuance of your prayers for a right solution of our national
difficulties and the restoration of our country to peace and prosperity."-Repl!Y to
Resolutions of the East B,altimore Methodist Conference, May 15, 1862.
"It is my earnest desire to know the will of Providence in this matter and if I
can learn what it is I will do it."-Reply to Committee from Religioii,s De11ominalions
of Chicago, September 13, 1862.
"And upon this act, sincerely believed to be an act of justice, warranted by the
Constitution upon military necessity, I evoke the considerate judgment of mankind
and the gracious favor of Almighty God."-Emancipation Pro'clamation, January
1, 1863.
"Whatever shall be sincerely, and in God's name, devised for the good of the
soldier and seaman in their hard spheres of duty, can scarcely fail to be blest. And
whatever shall tend to turn our thoughts from the unreasoning and uncharitable
passions, prejudices, and jealousies incident to a great national trouble such as ours,
and to fix them upon the vast and long-enduring consequences, for weal or for woe,
which are to result from the struggle, and especially to strengthen our reliance on
t h e Supreme Being for the final triumph of the right, cannot but be well for us
all."- Letter to Alexandc,· Reed, Febrnary 22, 1863.
"Relying, as I do, upon the A lmighty Power, and encouraged as I am by these
resolutions which you have just read, with the support which I receive from Christian men, I shall not hesitate to use all the means at my control to secure the
termination of the rebellion, and will hope for success."-Repl-y to Members of the
Presbyterian General Assembly, Ma·y 30, 1863.
"Let us diligently apply the means, never doubting that a just God, in his own
good time, will give us the rightful result."-Letter to J. C. Conkling, Aug1i,st 26, 1863.
"That this nation, under God, shall have a new birth of freedom."-Ge//ysb1trg
Address, November 19, 1863.
"If God now wills the removal of a great wrong and wills also that we of the
North as well as you of the South shall pay fairly for our complicity in that wrong,
impartial history will find therein new cause to attest and revere the justice and
goodness of God."-Lctter lo A. G. Hodges, April 4, 1864.
"And now with a brave army and a just cause, may God sustain you."-Letter to
Ge11eral Grant, April 30, 1864.
"I h ave not forgotten-probably never shall forget- the very impressive occasion
when yourself and friends visited me on a Sabbath forenoon two years ago. Nor
has your kind letter, written nearly a year later, ever been forgotten. In all it has
been your purpose to strengthen my reliance on God."-Letter to Eli:::a P . Gi,rney,
Sef'/ember 4, 1864.
"I regard our immigrants as one of the principal replenishing streams which
are appointed by Providence to repair the ravages of internal war."-A11111tal Message
to Congress, December 6, 1864.
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"With malice toward none, with charity for all, with firmness in the right, as
God gives us to see the right let us strive on to finish the work we are in."Seco11d lna1tg1tral Address, March 4, 1865.
":'-.fen are not flattered by being shown that there has been a difference of purpose between the Almighty and them. To deny it, however, in this case, is to deny
that there is a God governing the worlcl."-Letlcr to Th1trlow Weed, March' 15, 1865.
These additional quotations were collected under the direction of the Commissioner of Education :
"The purposes of the Almighty are perfect and must prevail, though we erring
mortals may fail to accurately perceive them in advance."
"I should be the most presumptuous blockhead upon this footstool if I for one
day thought that I could discharge the duties which have come upon me since I came
into this place without the aid and enlightenment of One who is wiser and stronger
than all others."
"I have said nothing but what I am willing to live by, and, if it be the pleasure
of Almighty God, to die by."
"Those who deny freedom to others deserve it not for themselves; and, under a
just Goel, cannot long retain it."
"I feel that I cannot succeed without the Divine blessing, and on the Almighty
Being I place my reliance for support."
"It is difficult to make a man miserable while he feels he is worthy of himself
and claims kindred to the great God who made him."
"l implore the compassion and forgiveness of the Almighty, that He may enlighten the nation to know and to do His will."
"If it be true that the Lord has appointed me to do the work you have indicated, is it not probable that He would have communicated knowledge of the fact
to me as well as to you?"
''I pray that our Heavenly Father may assuage the anguish of your bereavement, and leave you only the cherished memory of the loved and lost, and the solemn
pride that must be yours to have laid so costly a sacrifice upon the altar of freedom."
"The Almighty has His own purposes. 'Woe unto the world because of offenses!
for it must needs be that offenses come; but woe to that man by whom the offense
cometh.' If we shall suppose that American slavery is one of these offenses which
in the providence of God must needs come, but which having continued through His
appointed time He now wills to remove, and that He gives to both North and South
this terrible war as the woe due to those by whom the offense came, shall we discern therein any departure from those divine attributes which the believers in a
living God always ascribe to Him? Fondly do we hope,-fervently do we pray,that this mighty scourge of war may soon pass away. Yet, if God wills that it continue until all the wealth piled by the bondsman's two hundred and fifty years of
unrequited toil shall be sunk, and until every drop of blood drawn with the lash
shall be paid with another drawn with the sword,-as was said three thousand years
ago, so still it must be said, 'The judgments of the Lord are true and righteous
altogether.' "-From Li11colll-'s Second lnaz,gural.
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"With deep gratitude to my countrymen for this mark of their confidence, with
a distrust of my own ability to perform the required duty under the most favorable
circumstances, now rendered doubly difficult by existing national perils, yet with a
firm reliance on the strength of our free Government and the ultimate loyalty of
the people to the just principles upon which it is founded, and above all, an unshaken faith in the Supreme Ruler of nations, I accept this trust.-"Respo11se to

Notification of Electio11 as President, 1861.

"I am profitably engaged reading the Bible. Take all this book upon reason that
you can and the balance on faith, and you will live and die a better man."
"In regard to the Great Book I have only to say it is the best gift God has
given man."
"God help mother, help father, help sister, help everybody, watch over Honey
and make him a good dog and keep us all from getting Jost in the wilderness."
The following expressions of his faith were collected by the Editor of the
Christian Register from Lincoln's addresses, messages and letters:
"I believe in God, the Almighty Ruler of nations, our great and good and merciful l\Iaker, our Father in Heaven, who notes the fall of a sparrow, and numbers the
hairs of our heads."
"I believe in His eternal truth and justice."
"l recognize the sublime truth announced in the Holy Scriptures and proven by
all history that those nations only are blest whose God is the Lord."
"I believe that it is the duty of nations as well as of men to own their dependence upon the overruling power of God, and to invoke the influence of His
Holy Spirit; to confess their sins and transgressions in humble sorrow, yet with
assured hope that genuine repentance will lead to mercy and pardon."
"I believe that it is meet and right to recognize and confess the presence of
the Almighty Father equally in our triumphs and in those sorrows which we may
justly fear are a punishment inflicted upon us for our presumptuous sins to the
needful end of our reformation."
"I believe that the Bible is the best gift which God has given to men. All
the good from the Saviour of the world is communicated through this book."
"I believe that the will of God prevails. Without Him all human reliance is vain.
Without the assistance of that Divine Being I cannot succeed. With that assistance
I cannot fail."
"Being a humble instrument in the hands of our Heavenly Father, I desire that
all my works and acts may be according to His will; and that it may be so I give
thanks to the Almighty, and seek His aid."
"I have a solemn oath registered to heaven to finish the work I am in, in full
view of my responsibility to my God, with malice toward none; with charity for all;
with firmness in the right as God gives me to see the right. Commending those who
love me to His care as I hope in their prayers they will commend me, l look through
the help of God to a joyous meeting with many loved ones gone before."
Property is the fruit of labor. Property is desirable. It is a positive good to
the world. That some should be rich shows that others may become rich, and hence
is just encouragement to industry and enterprise. Let not him who is houseless pull
down the house of another, but let him work diligently and build one for himself,
thus by example assuring that his own shall be safe from violence when built.
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IV.

OuR

CIVIC EDUCATION

PRESIDENTS' FAITH IN EoucAnoN

"Promote, then as an object of primary importance, institutions for the general
diffusion of knowledge."-George Washington.
"Laws for the liberal education of youth . . . are so extremely wise and useful
that, to a humane and generous mind, no expense for this purpose would be thought
extravagant."-John Adams.
"A system of general instruction which shall reach every description of our
citizens from the richest to the poorest, as it was my earliest, so will it be the latest
of all the public concerns in which I shall permit myself to take an interest."Th'omas Jefferson.
"Education is the true foundation of civil liberty, and on it therefore, rests the
welfare and stability of the republic."-Ja111es Madison.
"Experience has clearly demonstrated that independent savage communities cannot long exist within the limits of a civilized population."-James Mo11roe.
"Among the first, perhaps the very first instrument for the improvement of the
condition of men is knowledge, and to the acquisition of much knowledge adapted
to the wants, tbe comforts and enjoyment of human life, public institutions and
seminaries of learning are essential."-Jo/w Qi,incy Adams.
"Internal improvements and the diffusion of knowledge, so far as they can be
promoted by the constitutional acts of the federal government, are of high importance."- Andrew Jackson.
"We ought to entertain an abiding confidence in the stability of our institutions and an entire conviction that if administered in the true form, character, and
spirit in which they were established, they are abundantly adequate to preserve to
us and our children the rich blessings already deri,·ed from them."-Martin Van B1'ren.
"We are in the enjoyment of all the blessings of Civil and Religious Liberty,
with unexampled means of education, knowledge and improvement."-John Tyler.
Zachary Taylor established a board to study the condition of education and
other important topics.
Millard Fillmore taught school to pay for a course in law.
"Upon the subject of education .... I can only say that I view it as the most
important subject which we as a people can be engaged in."-Abraliam Lincoln.
"Here (in the U. S.), toleration is extended to every opinion, in the quiet certainty that truth needs only a fair field to secure victory. Here the human mind
goes forth unshackled in the pursuit of science, to collect stores of knowledge and
acquire an everlasting mastery over the forces of nature."-Andrew Johnson.
Rutherford B. Hayes was president of the trustees of the John F. Streeter Fund
for the promotion of industrial education among the negroes of the South. He was
also a member of the Peabody Education Board, and many educational institutions
recognized his eminent services by conferring upon him honorary degrees.
"Next in importance to freedom and justice is popular education, without which
neither justice nor freedom can be permanently maintaincd."- James A. Garfield.
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"I advise a liberal appropriation for the support of Indian schools because of my
confident belief that such a course is consistent with the wisest economy."-Chester

A. Arthur.

"A constant stream of thoughtful, educated men should come from our schools
and colleges preaching national honor and integrity, and teaching that a belief in
the necessity of national obedience to the laws of God is not born of superstition."

-Grover Cleveland.

"Our interest in free public schools open to all children of suitable age is
supreme, and our care for them will be jealous and constant."- Benjamin llarn'son.
"A boy asked President McKinley, 'How can a young boy get a start in life to
become a great man?' President ).IcKinlcy said, 'First a boy must be a good boy,
honest, pay attention to what he is doing and be a student. He must go to school
all he can and he must not be afraid of study'."
"The children .... who are educated in our schools side by side with one
another, will inevitably grow up having that sense of mutual understanding which is
absolutely indispensable for working out the problems that we as citizens have before us."-Theodore Roosevelt.
"The young man most to be congratulated is he who has been given an education as thorough and as useful as he himself wishes to make it, and then u nder the
spur of necessity enters upon a life of work without temptation to lack of effort and
idleness, or to dilettantism, or to pure pleasure, which a competence always creates."

-William H. Taft.

"Let no child suffer for Jack of education because of the war."-Woodrow Wilson.
"I wish it were possible for us to drive home to the whole American people the
conviction of needed concern for our educational necessities."-Warren G. I-Jarding.
"If there is one thing more than another a citizen has a right to demand from
organized society, it is education. . . Education for the children of all the people,
extending from the primary grades through the university, constitutes America's
noblest contribution to civilization. No child or youth in the United States n eed to
be deprived of the benefits of education suited to his age and degree of advancement."-Calvin Coolidge.
"The progress of the race is upon the marching feet of healthy, instructed
children .. .. If we were to suppress our educational system for a single generation
the equipment would decay, the most of our people would die of starvation, and
intellectually and spiritually we would slip back four thousand years in human
progress."-H erbert Hoover.
"We have faith in education as the foundation of democratic government ....
Our schools need the appreciation and co-operation of all those who depend upon
them for the education of our youth-the state's most valuable asset. Our schools
are today enabling America to achieve great results, and they can help her to even
greater accomplishmcnts."-Franklin D. Roosevelt.
CURRENT PROBLEMS OF DEMOCRACY
There must be recognition that the extreme individualism of business methods
in the time of our inflated prosperity must give way to a sense of the common lot
of man, and t hat prosperity which appears in spots cannot survive. W hen "big business" thrives at th e expense of smaller enterprises, when wealth accumulates and
poverty grows apace, then th ere can be no question of common weal. W ithin ou r
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country itself we must seek that kind of prosperity in which every part of our land,
every social stratum, capitalist or laborer, big business and small, can benefit together. The common weal of our objective.
I quote from Washington's Farewell Address: "It will be worthy of a free,
enlightened, and at no distant period, a great nation to give to mankind .... the
example of a people always guided by an exalted justice and benevolence." What we
have inherited from our fathers we read in those words. The responsibility which
our heritage devolves upon us we read in these words of Goethe: "\Vhat you have
inherited from your fathers you must earn for yourself before you can call it your
own."-President Hibben, Princeton Universit·y.
Communism is a hateful thing and a menace to peace and organized government; but the communism of combined wealth and capital, the outgrowth of o\·erweening cupidity and selfishness, which insidiously undermines the justice and integrity of free institutions, is not less dangerous than the communism of oppressed
poverty and toil, which, exasperated by injustice and discontent, attacks with wild
disorder the citadel of rule. He mocks the people who proposes that the gO\·ernment shall protect the rich and that they in turn will care for the laboring poor.President Cleveland.
Wholesale abuse of public men, more than ought else, precludes us from getting
the very best men into office. This docs not render it right for good citizens to
decline office. No more useful career is possible for goo,! men in this age. We need
that hosts of thoroughly able and moral young men, well trained in political and
social science, including ethics, should set politics before themselves as their life
work. To succeed, one must religiously cultivate the hard side of his nature; Nerve
to face wicked men, kindly to endure lies, libels, and the whole contradiction of the
wicked against him; to give blows of course, always in the spirit of love-as well
as take them.-£. Benj. Andrews.
"This is no time to consider our own petty political careers. This is no time to
set ourselves up individually above our country. On the contrary, this is a time when
you and I are faced with a crisis, faced with an emergency, when you and I are
under the guns. It is for us to decide whether we have the courage to stand under fire.
"All the great political philosophers-Yoltaire, Hume and Locke-prophesied
the day when under a Democratic form of go\·ernment the power of organized
minorities would be greater than the resistance of the legislative body. I submit to
you that time has almost arrived. I submit to you that you and I and every one of
us, members of this House, at one time or another have been propagandized by an
organized minority, which, through ignorance, unwittingly has attempted to impose
upon the United States Government a burden which that Government should never
have been called upon to bear.
"Unless you and I now have the courage to stand against these organized
minorities, to exercise our best judgment in the interest of our nation as a whole, I
say to you-and in this respect T will assume a prophetic role-the Democratic furm
of government, the form of government which has made this country great, will
crumble into dust. The things for \\ hicb you and I have always stood will be
destroycd."-Lewis Tfl. Douglass.

I say the mission of government in ci,·ilized lands, is not repression alone and not
authority alone, not even of law, nor the rule of the best man-but to train communities through all their grades, beginning with individuals and ending there again,
to rule themselves.-TVa/1 1-Vhitman.
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A11ERICAN IDEALS
The Fathers of our Country securely laid the government they established upon
the firm foundation of religion and belief in God. They recognized the Christian
religion as the source of publk and private morality and the indispensable basis of
society and goYcrnment. God-fearin~ men thcmsekcs, they were convinced that as
there is nothing in the life of an individual which can take the place of relig-ion an<I
morality, so there is nothing in the life of a nation which can take the pla,·e of a
God-fearing citizenship.
We read the Declaration of Independence and we find that the men who gave
their signatures to that immortal ,lo<:'ument placed the young nation under the
divine protection in these words: ".\nd for the support of this declaration with a
firm reliance on the protection of Divine Pro\·idenc,-, we mutually pledge to each
other our li\·es, our fortunes, and our sacred honor."
The principles they enunciated were Christian principles - the fundamental
Christian princi11les of the fatl1,•rhood of God and the brotherhood of man - anti
hy espousing them thc,c foun,h rs of American democracy suhmittccl themsch·es to
the judgment of mankind as the originators of a Christian nation. fa·ery Prc•ident
and c\·cry representative ,\rncric-an statl·sman from the inauguration of the Republic
has lost no opportunity to emphasize the fact that this is a religiom nation :-11111 to
extol the value of Christian principles in national life.
This truth they have embodied in the national hymn and they hal"<.' stamped it
upon the national coinage. In beautiful words it was cxpres,e1I by Daniel \\'eb,ter
who, contending that Christianity is part of the law of the land, said: "The ma,sivc
cathedral of the• Catholic; the Episcopalian church with its lofty spires pointing
heavenward; the plain temple of the Quaker; the log cabin of the hard~• pioneer in
the wilderness; the monuments and memorials around and about us; the consecrated grave yards; their tombstones and epitaphs; thdr silent rnults, their mouldering contents, all attest it. The dead prove it as well as the li\"ing. The generations
that arc gone before speak of it and pronounce it from the tomb. \\'c feel it. All,
all proclaim that Christianity is the law of the land."
The greatness of :\merica is her dl'!l1ocracy. The men who stood hy at the birth
of the nation believed in the dignity of man and they put their trust not in power
nor in rkhes, but in truth, justice, and service. They were animated by the spirit of
dcmO<'ncy and to their fellow-countr) men they gave a gon:-rnment of the people,
by the J>copk and for the people.
Herc in this Republic, it has well been said, the indi,·idual is not sunk in the
supremary of the Statr as in the Roman Empire. lfrrc arc no despotic monarchies
to steal away the souls of enslaved subjects. Herc are no privilcgt·d classes, no
purse-proud aristocracit·s to gri1il th~ Lee •,f God's poor, and to turn the lip of
scorn and the malig11ant eye of pride upon creatures fashionc,l by the hand of the
same Cod from the same common day. Herc is no paternal, patronizing goye rn mcnt sustained by the fawns and cringes of the courtlr sycophant; hut here is a
popular and acknowledged sovereign!) rooted in the hearts and affc\"tions of an
admiring people. Here are none doomed to <kgrading scn-itudc; hut here all arc
blessed with the ennobling light of libtrty.
Herc in America liberty and equality arc the keynote of dcmocra\"y; they arc
the ideals which find solemn t•xpression in the Declaration of Independence. "\Ve
hold these truths to be self evident; that all men are created equal; that they are
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endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these arc life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." Every man here has ownership of himself. He
is free to enjoy the fruits of his labors, to declare the convictions of his mind, to
share in making the laws and in selecting the rulers of the nation - for he lives
under a government which respects and safeguards the rights of its citizens, a
government built on the foundations of liberty - civil, political, and religious.
Liberty and equality, we have said, are the cornerstone of American democracy.
As Lincoln so tensely said it on the battlefield at Gettysburg - "Our fathers
brought forth upon this continent a new nation, conceived in liberty and dedicated
to the proposition that all men are created equal."
\\'hen the Declaration of Independence was written, the men who stood behind
it belie,·ed that all men are created equal - equal before God, all alike the object
of His overshadowing love and providence; equal in nature, one and the same before all just law, and in the sight of the civil authority which comes down from
God; equal in the sense that no man is a bond man to another by nature or by
taint of blood; equal in the full protection of personal rights that just laws have
guaranteed; equal in the right to the full and free development of all his Godgiven faculties.
This is a fundamental American ideal, manifested in the first and most sacred
of America's political documents, and manifested again in Abraham Lim·oln's
proclamation that broke the shackles from the backs of the slaves.
According to this ideal every man must be the equal of every other before the
Jaw in civil and political rights. It matters not what may be his place of birth, his
religious creed, his race or color, if he is an American citizen, the laws of the land
must shield him - the favors of the land must flow upon him. Judged by this ideal,
discrimination in civil and political matters on lines of religion, of birthplace, 0f
race, of language, or of color is wrong and un-Amcrican. The only standard of
worth should be Joyal to American citizenship. Those only who arc Joyal to America
should be allowed to live under her flag; but those who are loyal to her should
enjoy all her rights and liberties.-Potrick H. Waters, Ph.D.

V.

PATRIOTIC SELECTIONS

DEBUNKERS
They tell us now
that Lincoln was
3n opportunist when
he sa vcd the North
and saved the South
and saved the Union then.
If this is true
and we need men
to save the world somehow
let's have another
dark and lanky
opportunist now.

-From Th, Litt/, World.

BUILDING ~iEN FOR GOD
love the little church
that stands upon the hill,
I love the little schoolhouse
with it~ flowery window sill,
I love the little cottage
that's clo!'e beside the wood,

I love them all so dearly,
and I'll tell you wh)• I should,
Became the little church
i!I a beacon on the hill,
Because the little schoolhouse
is a milestone if you will,
Because the little cottage
where the toilers homeward trod
All arc buildersThey are buildin,t men for Goel.
THE GRAND ARMY
"Sleep on, ye brave! The shrieking shell,
The quakin,t trench, the startled yell,
The fury of the battle h•II,
Shall wake you not, for nil is well.
Sleep ~cacefully, for all is well!
Your flatning torch aloft we bear;
\Vith burning heart on oath we swear
To keep the faith, to fii:ht it through,
To crush the foe or sleep with you
In Flanders' fields."-Riple}•.
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THE NATIONAL UNION
In the seventy odd years since 1787 the moral emotions of the world had changed
as to slavery; and the political emotions of the larger part of the American people
had changed as to the indissolubility of the Union. The majority and the minority,
on both questions, had found argument a futile weapon at last. The questions had
to be decided, and it was from the mouths of rifle and cannon that the decision was
rendered. After 1865 there could be no chattel slavery in the United States; after
1865 no State of the United States could dream of peaceful secession.
The mere settlement of the question of the indissoluble nature of the Union,
however crudely determined, in itself came, in course of time, to increase national
sentiment. It was not only in the eyes of Europe that the United States, having
survived a disastrous civil war, assumed a new power and greatness. For our own
citizens, also, there came a new sense of the nation, no longer constantly trembling
on the brink of dissolution, but one and indivisible forever.-James Truslow Adams
in "The March of Democrac}•·"
BROTHER JONATHAN'S LAMENT FOR SISTER CAROLINE
(Following the secession of South Carolina)

She has gone,- she has left us in passion and pride,Our stormy-browed sister, so long at our side!
She has torn her own star from our firmament's glow,
And tµrned on her brother the face of a foe!
Oh, Caroline, Caroline, child of the sun,
We can never forget that our hearts have been one,Our foreheads both sprinkled in Liberty's name,
From the fountain of blood with the finger of flame!
You were always too ready to fire at a touch ;
But we said, "She is hasty,- she does not mean much."
We have scowled, when you uttered some turbulent threat;
But Friendship still whispered, "Forgive and forget!"
Has our love all died out? Have its altars grown cold?
Has the curse come at last which the fathers foretold ?
Then Nature must teach us the strength of the chain
That her petulant children would sever in vain.
They may fight till the buzzards are gorged with their spoil,
Till the harvest grows black as it rots in the soil,
Till the wolves and the catamounts troop from their caves,
And the shark tracks the pirate, the lord of the waves:
In vain is the strife! When its fury is past,
Their fortunes must flow in one channel at last,
As the torrents that rush from the mountains of snow
Roll mingled in peace through the valleys below.
Our Union is river, lake, ocean and sky;
Man breaks not the medal, when God cuts the die!
Though darkened with sulphur, though cloven with steel,
The blue arch will brighten, the waters will heal!
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Oh, Caroline, Caroline, child of the sun,
There are battles with Fate that can ne,·er be won!
The star-flowering banner must never he furled,
For its blossoms of light are the hope of the world!
Go, then uur rash sister, afar and aloof,
Run wild in the sunshine away from our roof;
But when your heart aches :111d your feet ha,·e grown sore,
Remembrr the pathway that leads to our door!
-0/hw Wmde/1 Holmes.

"THEIR STREKGTH IS TO SIT STILL"
The father of some excclknt children suggested this editorial. Said he: "\Ve
had just finished supper and moved into the living room. I lighted my pipe and
opened a book and was settling down for a quiet evening, when the commotion
b<·gan. One of my daughters snapped on the radio, caught a bit of jazz at one
~tation, turned to a snatch of dialogue from another, then gave us a half-minute of a
symphony orchestra, anti then turned off the current and began fussing ,1round the
room. 1ly boy picked up a mag azine an,1 thumbed over the pages n•stlessly and
tossed it aside.
"'Let's play bridge,' my otlwr dau[(htcr said.
"'Oh, no. Brid:::-e is tiresome,' my son exclaimed. 'Let's go to the movie~.'
"'\\'di, anyway, let's do something,' the first daughter cried in a desp<'r.ite tone.
'IVc ca11't sit here.'"
At this point the father laid down his hook and deli,·erc<I himself of a bit of
wisdom. "It occurs to me that you children arc not the descendants of your parents,"
he said. "You are tht olispnnr of John Barrymore ancl Constance Bennett. You
arc the products of the movies. The essence of the movies is movement. Nobody
in a picturc is ever sho,vn in repose. If the scene is laid in an office the business
man is always telephoning or dictating or gesticulating or pacing the floor. If the
scene is in the home, the lady of the house is either just entering or just leaving.
Picture people are always en route .. : going ... doing ... changing from here to
there and from this to that. You youngsters have hccn brought up on that sort of
scenery. It has entered your hi, ,od. You are poisoned by it. Your mother and l
spent our childhood looking at hills that have not moved in a thousand years, at
trees which were content to stand silent in the sunshine, at the eternal stars. You
have a thousand modern 'advantages' of which we never drcamc,I, but sometimes I
feel sorry for you just the same.
"The cncrgy and alertness oi the rising generation appeal to me. I lo\·e their
frankness, also, the unembarr,1ssrd companionship of the boys and girls, the variety
and skill of their athletic life. I hope as I grow older that I shall not become a
grumbler, nor entertain the foolish notion that a generation brecl of thl· automobile
and the motion picture can be slowed ,town to the pace oi the weekly newspaper
alHI the horse and buggy.
"Still, I should like to see a good, strong dosc of Thoreau injcctt-d into the
currirulum of every high school and colll·gc. I shoul,1 like to ~u,n:est to the younger
g<·neration that 1fr. Darwin ha,I a satisfying life though for forty years he hardly
moved beyond the boundaries of his own back-yard. ,\ man has laid up a considerahlc spiritual fortune when once he has karncd to he happy ,1/o11e. And there is a
whole philosophy in the sentence which wa~ written of those ancient Egyptians ...
'their strength is to sit still.' "-Brue<' Barton.
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